TUESDAY SEMINARS / FORUMS
AUTUMN
4 OCTOBER — 13 DECEMBER 2022

Marianna Fenzi // École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) //
Mexican Legacies in the Green Revolutions
4 OCTOBER

Shirin Barol and Nina Kiderlin // Geneva Graduate Institute //
Boundary Object in Professionalization Analysis: A Study of the Specialization in US Sociology through
Graduate Student Awards 1981-2020
11 OCTOBER

Maud Bracke // University of Glasgow //
Between Women’s Rights, Third World Development and Population Control: Early Notions of Reproductive Rights in the
Global Women’s Health Movement and the United Nations (1960s-80s)
18 OCTOBER

Anna-Riikka Kauppinen // Geneva Graduate Institute //
Anti-Empire of Expertise: Pursuing Professional Worth in Ghana’s New Private Sector
25 OCTOBER

Yi-Tang Lin // University of Geneva (UNIGE) //
Numbers, Experts, and Global Health Policy-making: A history
1 NOVEMBER

Florian Jaton // University of Lausanne (UNIL) //
The Constitution of Algorithms: What can 'Lab Studies' say about Algorithmic Life?
8 NOVEMBER

Jamie Martin // Harvard University //
The Meddlers: Sovereignty, Empire, and the Birth of Global Economic Governance
15 NOVEMBER

Tanya Luhrmann // Stanford University //
How Gods become Real: an Anthropological Theory of Mind
22 NOVEMBER

Jay Sarkar // University of Glasgow //
Partitions’ Children: Rohingyas between Global War and Decolonisation
29 NOVEMBER

Julieta Chaparro Buitrago // University of Cambridge //
Decolonizing Reproductive Rights and the Cases of Forced Sterilization in Peru
6 DECEMBER

Oksana Myshlovska // University of Bern //
The War before the War: Examining the Failure of National Reconciliation in Ukraine during the late Soviet and early Independence Periods
13 DECEMBER